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Below is an outline of the work to be covered in Class Five over the next half term (Summer 1 2021 Year4/5.) 
 

Subject Topics 
Literacy The children will study the book ‘The Orphans of the Tide’. They will develop their descriptive writing skills 

and write their own Legend based on the themes of the book. 
Spellings:  Pupils in Years four and five will receive a list of spellings each week, which they will be expected 
to learn and practise at home. Please note pupils will be tested on these spellings in the classroom every 
Friday.   

Numeracy In this unit, the children will study about decimals. They will add and subtract decimals within one whole using 
place value counters and place value charts to support their work and understand what happens when we 
exchange between columns. Children use their skills at finding complements to 1 to support their thinking 
when crossing the whole. Children will then work with numbers greater than one with the same number of 
decimal places. 

Science In this topic, children learn about building towers and bridges, starting with constructing tall towers, then 
exploring bridges, next they look at animals as builders and finally engage in researching famous engineers 
and architects and the structures they built. 

Expedition 
(Geog, 

History, Art 
and DT) 

Rivers and the Water cycle   
This unit introduces the water cycle and, as the key concept is that water flows downhill, looks at mountains, 
the source of many rivers. It looks at how people interact with rivers as well as their geographical features. A 
case study features one of the UK’s major rivers, the River Thames. 

ICT 2-Animate- The children will discuss what makes a good, animated film or cartoon and what the pupils’ 
favorites are. They will then explore and use ‘2Animate’ to design their own animations. 

P.E. Sending and receiving skills – Multi skills/ Swimming 
We will concentrate on improving sending and receiving skills with the view of improving overall co-ordination. 
This will be delivered through game based activities and will also include invasion games. The overall aim will 
be to improve passing a ball, receiving a ball, judging distance and chasing a ball. 

R.E. What will make our town/village a more respectful place? 
In this unit the children will study the book-‘ If the world was a village of  100 people.’ They will learn to make 
clear connections between what different people  believe and the way they live. 

P.S.H.C.E. Me and My relationships 
This unit aims to encourage the children to develop a positive view of themselves and enable them to 
recognise the importance of being proud of their individuality. Children will focus on the importance of 
recognising situations where they need to make positive choices in order to do the right thing. 

French This unit is all about sport — playing and watching it.  Children will learn how to say a number of popular 
sports in French, and how to talk about which sports they play, like and are able to do.  They will also learn 
some vocabulary to talk about what they might see at a football or tennis match.  

Music   Pop UK/Young Voices- The children will continue to learn a range of songs from the POPUK /Young 
Voices series. 

 


